Tourism contact
Amakusa Takarajima Tourism Association
TEL: 0969-22-2243

Sakitsu Village in Amakusa [Sakitsu Church]

Kuchinotsu Port or bus stop
(Minamishimabara City)

- Get on a bus bound for Kazusa beach
  - time: 1h20min.
  - fare: 1,250yen
- Shimabara Railway: 0969-32-1727
- Shihatetsu Bus: 0969-32-1727

Onike Port (Amakusa City)

- Get on a bus bound for Hondo
  - time: 30min.
  - fare: 550yen
  - 1 bus every hour
  - Hondo Bus Centre: 0969-22-5234

Sanko Bus

- Get on a bus bound for Kuchinotsu-Oya
  - time: 1h40min.
  - fare: 1,700yen
  - 1 bus every hour
  - Shihatetsu Bus: 0957-22-9487

- Get on a train bound for Shimabara-gaikou
  - time: 50min.(express)
  - fare: 1,460yen
- Shimabara Railway: 0957-22-9487

Shimabara Station (Shihatetsu)

- Get on a train bound for Isahaya Station (from JR)
  
  → Shimabara Railway

Mogi Port or bus stop

- Get on a train for Misumi
  - time: 20min.
  - fare: 300yen
  - Nagasaki Bus: 095-826-1112

- Get on a bus bound for Mogi
  - time: 30min.
  - fare: 380yen
  - Nagasaki Bus: 095-826-1112

Nagasaki Station (JR or Bus)

- At least 4h20min.(via Kuchinotsu Port)

Gokyo-port

- Get on a bus bound for Misumi
  - time: 30min.
  - fare: 760yen
  - 1 train every hour
  - JR Kyushu: 096-352-0212

Misumi Station (JR)

- At least 3h50min.(by bus “Amakusa-go”)

Kumamoto Station (JR or Bus)

- At least 3h30min.(via Mogi Port)

Amakusa Airport

- Airplane
  - 35min.

Fukuoka Airport

- Airplane
  - 20min.

Kumamoto Airport

- Airplane
  - 20min.

- There are some flights at Kumamoto Airport connecting flights from Osaka International Airport.

[Sankitsu Village in Amakusa [Sakitsu Church]]

[Contact on Churches] “Hidden Christian Sites in the Nagasaki Region” Information Centre TEL: 095-823-7650 [Contact on Pilgrimage] Nagasaku Junrei Centre TEL: 095-893-8763

[As of October, 2019]

Oniike: 0969-2165
Kuchinotsu: 0957-822-9487
JR Kyusyu: 0969-822-9487
JR: 095-826-1112

Shimabara Ekimae

- Shimatetsu Bus: 1 bus every hour
  - fare: 1,700yen
  - time: 1h40min.
- Nagasaki Kenei Bus: 4 round services per day
  - fare: 640yen (single)
  - time: 30min.

Hondo Bus Terminal (Amakusa City)

- Hondo Bus Centre: 0969-22-5234
- Sanko Bus: 1 bus every hour
  - fare: 550yen
  - time: 30min.

Hondo Port (Amakusa City)

- Get on a train for Misumi (Amakusa Misumi line)
  - time: 30min.
  - fare: 760yen
  - 1 train every hour
  - JR Kyushu: 096-352-0212

Sanko Bus

- Get on a bus bound for Tomioka-kou
  - time: 1h
  - fare: 1,010yen
  - 1 bus every hour
  - Hondo Bus Centre: 0969-22-5234

Sanko Bus

- Get on a bus bound for Tomioka-kou
  - time: 1h
  - fare: 1,010yen
  - 1 bus every hour
  - Hondo Bus Centre: 0969-22-5234

Gokyo-iritaguchi

- Get on a train bound for Misumi
  - time: 20min.
  - fare: 300yen
  - Nagasaki Bus: 095-826-1112

Misumi Station (JR)

- JR Kyushu: 096-352-0212

Amakusa Junrei Centre TEL: 095-893-8763

【This flow diagram is for access reference to the component part. For accurate information such as fare and timetables, please contact each operating company.】